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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
…Employee  engagement relates to the level of an employee's commitment and connection to the work they do, their teams and the organization. Employees who feel connected to their organization work harder, stay longer, and motivate others to do the same. engagement affects just about every important aspect of work; things like profitability, revenue, customer experience, employee turnover, absenteeism and more.creating, achieving and maintaining employee engagement begins with understanding employee feedback.  An annual employee survey is one of the best ways to collect feedback and measure engagement.  (We know that engaged employees are more productive and are more likely to expend discretionary effort in their jobs, they are less likely to leave, more innovative, fewer workplace injuries and customer satisfaction increases.)



Employee Survey Elements
 Confidential

 Serves as a learning tool

Comprehensive

Actionable

Encourage accountability

Generate benchmarks 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Simply put an employee survey is a tool used  designed to help leadership understand how employees perceive their work environment and the extent to which they are engaged and committed. (the survey is organization-wide, includes all employees and occurs annually. ) Organizations who do this well ensure:Confidential comprehensive employee engagement surveys should protect the identity of individual employees and aggregate data for a full, company-wide view. When these surveys are confidential your employees are more likely to respond openly and honestly—and your response rate will be higher. Learning ToolEngagement surveys give employers insight into what is engaging (and disengaging) employees so they can make informed decisions about how to move forward.ComprehensiveEmployee engagement surveys should accurately measure all elements of employee engagement including work, team, and organizational engagement.They are ActionableOne of the most important parts of surveying employees is acting on feedback from employees. Engagement surveys provide the information needed to understand what areas need to be addressed to improve engagement over time. Encourage AccountabilityEmployee engagement surveys help hold organizations accountable for their employees’ overall engagement and successGenerate BenchmarksCreating a point of reference for organizations to measure success can help improve engagement year over year 



Measuring Employee Engagement
WHAT WE WILL MEASURE

How connected employees are to their: 

Work

Team

Organization

TYPES OF EMPLOYEE SURVEYS

Comprehensive

Measures engagement across the org.

Pulse

Frequent, short, topical

Lifecycle

Measures engagement throughout tenure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Everyone plays a role in engagement but not everyone is engaged or motivated the same way.  surveys provide a view of an organization’s strengths, opportunities, and an understanding of what drives engagement.  It will allow departments to become very intentional about where they focus their attention.  Pulse surveysFrequent, short, can be department specific, topicalComprehensiveOrganization wide measures and benchmarks levels of employee engagement across the organizationLifecycleOnboarding, new hire and exit surveys



Why Do An Employee Survey
Understand where we excel

Shed light on opportunities

Give a voice to every employee

Build trust

Drive meaningful action & smarter people decisions

Compare & contrast among different employee groups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
annual engagement surveys are an important first step to designing a continuous listening strategy.  Beyond giving employees a voice, surveying employees about critical topics in the workplace can make them feel like they are an important part of the larger organizational makeup and mission.Employee engagement surveys (and the insights and strategies that come from them) have a huge impact on business success too



Survey Design
Simple

Run a pilot

Use consistent & inclusive questions

Communicate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Keep it simple. Select specific, valuable, and measurable topics and simplify the language so that it’s easy for employees to understand and complete.Take it for a test run. Have an internal group take the survey to look for errors or inconsistencies before rolling out to all employees.Use consistent and inclusive questions. Use scaled items when possible and provide options that anyone could respond to.Communicate. Share the purpose or reason why respondents should participate and describe how you’ll follow up once the survey period is closed. 



Communicating
Make a formal announcement & communicate regularly

Frame it with an employee first lens (WIIFM)

Carve out designated survey time

Hold leaders accountable

Communicate the importance of high participation

Prioritize changes based on feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
70-80% response rateThe survey should have its own communication plan.  We don’t want employees to feel like it’s an event.  We want them to feel as thought it’s a continuous listening loopMake a formal announcement—and communicate regularly.Announce the engagement survey, its purpose, and details about timeline and confidentiality. But don’t stop there. Communicate about the survey in all-company meetings, invitation emails, reminder memos, staff meetings, 1-on-1 meetings, and in your work environment. employee-first lensLet employees know you value their voices and opinionsCarve out designated survey-taking time.Carve out time specifically for your employees to take the survey. Give them 15-30 minutes to complete the survey without cutting into lunch or personal hours.Hold managers accountable.Make sure managers can clearly and confidently communicate about the survey and its purpose—and hold them accountable for getting their teams to participate.Communicate the importance of high participation.Let employees know that a high response rate means that: More voices will be heardData will be more accurateResults will be more meaningful Changes made will be tailored to employee needs and concernsPrioritize changes based on feedback.Explain what you will do with the data once the survey is complete. Ensure that you make changes from the results and that you communicate decisions, priorities, and plans broadly and clearly. If employees see their feedback matters, they'll be more likely to share it (and participate in your surveys) again.



Action Planning
Share results

Empower managers to act

Encourage teams to discuss results

Implement changes

Check-In & evaluate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a requirement of the process. A survey without action planning is a lip service and the organization will lose trust and credibility.  Share ResultsEncourage planning within individual teams or departmentsEmpower managers to act.Equip managers to support your initiatives by giving them access to their teams’ survey results. This puts them in a better position to understand team dynamics, create action plans for problem areas, and retain high-performing employees.Encourage teams to discuss results.Teams should gather to discuss which questions were rated lowest and highest with their managers. Collaborate to identify two or three areas on which to focus. The more invested employees feel in a plan, the more likely they are to follow through. Encourage employees to share ideas about how to make improvements. Make and implement changesAction planning can seem overwhelming, especially if the long-term goal involves major changes.. The best action plans are those that shift the way you do things to be more sustainable rather than add new things to your plate Check-in and evaluate.Have managers schedule team meetings to revisit strategies and determine whether the team’s initial goals are attainable and the agreed-upon actions are working. Ask your employees if they’re seeing change.



Sharing Results
Share results ASAP

Be transparent

Set clear expectations

Keep it simple

Initiate dialogue

Align on next steps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1. Share results as soon as possible.  It’s important to share results while the survey content is still fresh in your team’s mind. Conflicts pass quickly—don’t wait too long to discuss the results, or you may risk missing feedback that was momentary. When too much time exists between the rollout of your survey and a discussion of results, collected feedback often no longer reflects employee’s opinions and your surveys lose their purpose.In addition, sharing results quickly tells employees that their feedback is valued and prioritized, which is essential to drive employees to provide honest, thoughtful survey responses again in the future. 2. Be transparent.  Sharing a copy of the team’s survey feedback (as long as the responses are not confidential and/or personal) directly with your team is the best way to be transparent. This boosts trust within teams by showing you have nothing to hide. It also allows the team to digest and reflect upon the results before diving into the results-sharing conversation. 3. Set clear expectations. Communicate your expectation to share results and identify areas of improvement. Emphasize the importance of accountability—one sole person isn’t responsible for improvement initiatives or creating a great team culture. Every member of your team should own a component of your improvement plans. 4. Keep it simple. When discussing your survey results, point out the most favorable and least favorable responses. These represent the team’s strengths and weaknesses and serve as a perfect introduction to discuss opportunities for improvement. 5. Initiate dialogue. Ask open-ended, thought-provoking questions like:What was on your mind when answering this question?What can the team do to help you strongly agree with this question?These questions will invite honest conversations that build the foundation for future improvement. Initiate follow-up conversations after the initial discussion to stay on track with your goals. Leverage pulse surveys to continuously ask for feedback regarding your growth initiatives. 6. Align on next steps. Clearly define what is being improved and how. Determine the following:What are the first steps?What are the end goals?What steps need to be taken to achieve our end goals?How can we best collaborate to complete these steps?This roadmap of implementation shows dedication to the betterment of the team. Collaboration reiterates the importance of shared responsibility and individual ownership of employee engagement.When your team has a dedication to acting on feedback, employee engagement and performance improves to promote successful business outcomes. 



Employee 
Survey 
Action 
Planning
L E A D E R S HI P  G U I D E

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Purpose: Use this when creating action plans 



Key Terms
Employee Survey
 an employee survey is a tool designed to help leadership understand how employees perceive their work environment and the extent to which 

they are engaged and committed
 help leadership understand the culture and design programs and initiatives that drive employee engagement and improve the employee experience

Engagement
 is the level of connection, motivation and commitment a person feels for the organization.
 Improving engagement can directly impact things like performance, innovation, and our ability to attract and retain talent

Employee Experience
 A set of perceptions employees have about their experiences at work
 Understanding the role leaders play in creating a positive experience for employees

Action Planning
 address the feedback from the survey and construct a timeline to convert actionable information into positive change.
 employees will judge the value of the survey based on the actions taken from the survey. 
 employees who witness positive change from the survey results are twice as likely to be highly engaged 

“The great thing about engagement 
surveys is that they allow us to surface 
insights about our people and shed light 
on where we might have blind spots,” 



Timeline (post survey)

•EDI distributes results
•Chiefs cascade info to division 

heads
•Results shared w/dept
•Set expectations & 

accountability

30 Days

•Review & discuss
•Gain input from team
•Goals established & 

communicated
•Exec team review org. results, 

establish action plan

60 Days •Establish ownership & timeline
•Track & monitor progress
•Communicate updates 

regularly

90 Days



Survey 
Results 

compiled

Exec team 
reviews

Chiefs' 
identity dept 

themes

Share 
w/dept

Survey 
action teams 

create 
SMART goals

Implement & 
report 

progress

Survey 
Window 
opens

ACTION PLANNING PROCESS



Action Planning Tips
Time matters
Timely follow up—acknowledging responses and thanking people for participation—shows leaders care 

and sets an expectation that they’ll use the feedback to act on things that matter to employees.

Provide Themes
compile information about the overall themes and trends arising from survey 
Help people connect the dots by reminding them of the survey feedback when making improvements

Balance messaging
Avoid only focusing on the ‘fixes’
Acknowledge and celebrate wins



More Tips
Keep it simple
Identify one theme or focus area.
Develop two strategies to address the issue.
Talk about what was done to address the issue at least three times with employees to help them 

connect the dots. 

Involve employees
The expectation should not be that leaders lock themselves away and solve all employees’ problems on 

their own
Employees often have a line of sight to solutions that are more effective and elegant than what leaders 

would produce on their own.
Foster ongoing conversations



Getting Started
Set up a meeting with your team
Your attitude will set the tone for the entire process

Create a climate of open dialog about the survey results
 Express a desire to improve the work culture/environment and ask your team to help

Involve your team
 Solutions should come from your team
 Let them offer the best approaches for improvement

Be prepared
 Action planning can be difficult
 DON’T GET DEVENSIVE 
 Mentally prepare
 Stay open to positive & negative feedback



Remember
Survey results are abut feelings; action planning is about behaviors
Identify behaviors that will lead to positive feelings/change

Create a safe space
 Employees may avoid giving honest feedback with you present. 
 Determine who can facilitate (leadership development opportunity)
 Ask a non-biased 3rd party to facilitate

Be strategic
 Pick themes that once improved will also improve others



Continue, Stop, Start
3-part exercise 

Pick an area of focus/theme

Divide team into smaller working groups

On Three sheets of flip chart paper write ‘Continue, Stop, Start’  (One word per sheet)
Ask the team to brainstorm behaviors or activities that should continue, stop, start
Review team output with the larger group
Compile the results



Goal Setting

Clearly define the opportunity for improvement

Determine potential causes 

Outline a desired outcome and discuss solutions

Develop the SMART action plan
Identify action steps
Ownership 
timelines

Specific: Define the steps to reach the goal

Measurable: How will you show improvement

Achievable: Is this something we control

Relevant: Does it relate to the issue at hand

Time-based: Completion date



Sharing Results: Script
Thank you for participating in this year's employee survey
Survey was administered in ???
There were x survey items
Overall, xx% of COA employees responded to the survey
Our group response rate was xx%
Survey measured favorability in areas such as 
 Employee engagement
 Equity
 Inclusion

The questions with the most favorable responses were
The questions with the least favorable responses were
Our department will set up a series of action planning meetings to address our results

Thank you again for participating. I look forward to the process

Share post 
survey 

timeline and 
Action 

Planning  
process
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